
IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the Project Management

 To understand that Project Management is not a Tool

 To understand the Seven Deadly Sins of Project Management

 To understand the Product Development Methodology

 To understand the Organizational Discipline and Individual Skills

 To understand the Stages of Project Management

Definition/Overview:

This topic contains a discussion of why project management is necessary to transform ideas

into products or processes in an effective and efficient manner. It compares and contrasts

project work with day-to-day operations and outlines the key differences between the two.

Next, the topic deals with the important subject of extreme project failures, far too common

in IT/Business projects, and the Seven Deadly Sins that lead to such failures. The content

includes a detailed discussion of how the principles, practices, and tools for managing

IT/Business projects are different from those needed to manage engineering (construction)

projects. The topic also introduces the Project Process Architecture (PPA), a project

management methodology designed by the Center for Project Management (CPM or the

Center) that retains the applicable principles and practices of classic engineering project

management and adds the principles and practices needed to manage IT/Business projects

successfully. The topic maps the PPA to the Project Management Institute's (PMI's) Project

Management Book of Knowledge (PMBOK), to CompTIA's IT Project+ certification, and to

Software Engineering Institute's (SEI's) Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).

Finally, the need for professionalism and discipline throughout the organization is

emphasized, along with the introduction of a mocking post for those who wish to sidestep the

project management discipline put forth in this book.
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Key Points:

1. Project Management

Project Management involves seven key activities:

 Defining

 Planning

 Estimating and scheduling

 Directing and leading

 Monitoring and controlling

 Communications

 Closure

2. Project Management is not a Tool

Well-formulated, disciplined and forthright project management practices are the essential

ingredient in project success. Project management software tools can facilitate success if

these practices are in place. The use of project software tools, without sound practices, is a

waste of time and money and not likely to lead to success.

3. Seven Deadly Sins of Project Management

There are seven deadly sins of project management

 Mistaking half-baked ideas for projects

 Dictated deadlines

 Ineffective sponsorship

 Underskilled project managers

 Not monitoring project vital signs

 Failing to deploy a sound project management methodology

 Not formulating a comprehensive project portfolio
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4. Product Development Methodology

There is a critical distinction between project management methodologies and product (or

process) development methodologies. It is important to recognize the difference and to keep

the two separate.

Project management methodologies, such as the PPA, provide an overarching structure,

containing the steps necessary to successfully manage the project.

Product development methodologies (often called life cycles) define the specific tasks and

milestones needed to develop the product.

Subject to scaling and tailoring, the project management methodology will remain constant

from project to project, while the development methodology will vary widely (e.g., software

development, staging a large conference, introducing a new business process, etc.)

The product/process development methodology comes into play in the PPA most strongly as

detailed tasks to complete the project are planned and executed. This begins in the PPA

launch stage.

5. Organizational Discipline and Individual Skills

Organizational project management discipline is vital in project management success.

Development of individual skills, alone, will not necessarily lead to project management

success. The organization must fully support the project management approach and back up

that support with actions to make it work.

In cases where organizational discipline is lacking, it is crucial that project managers,

working with sponsors, advocate the instilling of such discipline

6. Stages of Project Management:

The Pre-Launch Stage of Project Management includes:

 Project Description

 Intra-Project Priority Analysis

 Stakeholder Analysis
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 Complexity Assessment

 Policies, Procedures and Standards

 Impact Assessment

 Constraints and Obstacles

 Stability Assessment

 Issues Management

 Risk Assessment

 Preliminary Scope Statement

 Project Size Estimate

 Project Charter

 Project Staging

 Project Organization

 Task Plan

 Prototyping Plan

 Organization Change Management Plan

 Scope Management Plan

 Staffing Plan

 Communications Plan

 Project Notebook

 Detailed Estimates

 Project Charter Review and Approval

 Project Schedule

 Project Review and Control

 Project Implementation

 Closure Process Assessment

 Value-to-Business Assessment

 Operations Metrics

 Current System Retirement
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Topic : Fundamentals

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the project management roles and responsibilities

 To understand the project sponsor

 To understand the project manager

 To understand the program manager

 To understand the stakeholders

 To understand the customers and end users

 To understand the functional managers

 To understand the team members

 To understand the subject matter experts (SMES)

 To understand the vendors

 To understand the contractors and consultants

 To understand the key project elements

 To understand the phase

 To understand the deliverable

 To understand the deliverable-level decomposition

 To understand the creating a wbs

 To understand the task-level decomposition

 To understand the developing a task network

Definition/Overview:

This topic introduces the reader to the fundamentals of project management and starts with a

detailed description of the roles and responsibilities of the various project management

players. It goes on to describe the key elements of a project, the steps to create a

comprehensive work breakdown structure (WBS), and the process to convert the WBS into a

task network that shows the logical sequencing of various tasks. Next, the topic focuses on

the steps to compute the project's estimated duration by identifying the critical path through

the network using the forward and backward pass methods. The topic includes an exercise to
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create a WBS and a task network needed to build a tree house. The exercise serves as a good

learning platform for the importance of building a comprehensive WBS and an accurate task

network. The topic finishes with a discussion of the steps to compress the critical path of a

project.

Key Points:

1. Project Management Roles and Responsibilities

Key project management roles and responsibilities are introduced. More detail will be

presented in Topic 5 and elsewhere in the book.

2. Project Sponsor

An individual with the right level of authority and commitment who will ensure that the

project manager and team complete the project efficiently and effectively.

3. Project Manager

An individual who has the responsibility and requisite authority to help transform an idea into

a useful process or product through the judicious use of people, knowledge, skills, techniques

and tools.

4. Program Manager

The term program in the context of project management means a group of related projects,

each to be completed in a specific order (business people often use the term initiative to

describe a program). A program manager is the individual who has the responsibility to

coordinate and oversee the implementation of the group of projects.

5. Stakeholders

Organizations or individuals who impact, or are impacted by, a project. They may be internal

or external to the organization executing the project; the impacts may be positive, negative, or

a combination of the two. Stakeholders can be divided in two categories, either policy or

implementation.
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6. Customers and End Users

Be sure to define these terms clearly at the start of a project, as they are often confused. One

way to define the customer is the person or group that places the order for the project (or

receives the first line of benefit); the end-user is the person or group that uses the projects end

product. In some cases, the customer and end user can be the same person or group.

7. Functional Managers

The managers of various IT and business departments with which the project manager will

have professional relationships during the project.

8. Team Members

All individuals who will perform the work necessary to complete the project.

9. Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)

People that the project team may call upon for advice or guidance, but who do not have any

responsibility for completing project deliverables.

10. Vendors

Typically, the suppliers of hardware, software, and equipment to the project and/or parent

organization.

11. Contractors and Consultants

Typically, suppliers of human resources to the project and/or parent organization.

12. Key Project Elements

The basic elements of a project are progressively delineated in a comprehensive work

breakdown structure (WBS). The WBS is sometimes thought of as the list of ingredients for

the project. The basic elements of the WBS are:
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13. Phase

Distinct grouping of project activities (e.g., design, build, test) that often ends with major

checkpoints. A verb or noun can be used to designate the phase (e.g., test phase, testing

phase). We recommend that you use the word, Phase, in the name, e.g. Construction Phase, to

avoid confusion with a deliverable or task.

Phases may overlap. A phase longer than three months suggests the project is too big (and

should be broken down further), or that resources are insufficient.

14. Deliverable

The end product of completing a task or set of tasks. Tangible and well defined. They may be

components of the end product of the project (product deliverable) or the result of processes

undertaken during the project (process deliverable, e.g., an approval). We recommend that

deliverables be completed in 20 working days or less. Name a deliverable using a noun. One

person owns the deliverable.

15. Deliverable-Level Decomposition

Identify the deliverables that must be produced to complete each phase of the project, starting

with the phase for which you have the most knowledge. Engage the team in discussion to

produce the deliverables list. Post the deliverables below the phase with which they are

associated. We use a 3 x 5 sticky note, posted vertically.

If issues arise at any time during the discussion, assign someone to capture the issue, write it

on a distinctive sticky note (we use colored 1 x 3 notes), and assign action for its resolution.

16. Creating a WBS

We prefer using flip charts and sticky notes in the creation of a WBS. It facilitates group

interaction and quick revisions to the chart. We recommend that the instructor demonstrate

the technique in the classroom.

17. Task-Level Decomposition

Next, break each deliverable into the tasks needed to complete it. Write each task on a

separate sticky note (we use 3 x 3 notes for tasks). As each is task is recorded, post the sticky

note below the deliverable. Move on to the next deliverable when the team runs out of ideas.

Dont dwell on the sequence of tasks; order will come later. You will need to place some
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identification tags on each task, linking it to the deliverable it supports. One way is to number

each task with the same number as the deliverable it supports.

Many WBS numbering schemes break the tasks down by adding decimal places. For

example, four tasks supporting deliverable 4 might be numbered 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. The

only danger in numbering tasks in this way at the outset is that they might not be performed

in the same sequence when work is finally complete. The options are not to worry about this

discrepancy, or to renumber them after the network diagram has been completed.

Other information can be recorded on each task sticky note as work progresses. For instance,

the resource assigned to the task and effort and duration estimates. This can also wait until

the network diagram is prepared.

18. Developing a Task Network

The topic suggests the following procedure for converting the WBS into a task network:

 Be sure that the deliverables are numbered and that the tasks supporting the deliverables are

correspondingly numbered.

 Set aside the sticky notes for phases and deliverables.

 Focus on the first phase of the project.

 With your team, organize the task sticky notes into a network diagram.

 When you are comfortable with the organization of the task sticky notes, draw the logical

lines that connect all tasks.

 Ensure that all lags are specified. We recommend using a separate sticky note for each lag. It

should be placed following the predecessor task and before the successor task. Specify the

type of relationship (FS, SS, FF, SF) and the lag/lead.

 When the task network is complete, place each deliverable sticky note above the network at

the position where the last task supporting that deliverable is complete.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Idea Stage

The Pre-Launch Stage
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Topic : Idea Stage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To define an understand the wheel of half-baked ideas

 To define an understand step 1idea statement-PPA

 To define an understand step 2project request-PPA

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses on the first stage of the PPA , the stage where newly evolving ideas are

assessed for their viability. The important concept of filtering half-baked ideas is explored

through an explanation of the wheel of half-baked ideas. The ideas that are deemed of value

move on and evolve into well-structured Project Requests; the rest are abandoned or set aside

for further consideration. The key focus of this stage is to make sure that only those project

proposals that align with a stated organizational strategy, provide value to the business, and

do not overlap or duplicate other existing projects are approved.

Key Points:

1. The Wheel of Half-Baked Ideas

CPM research, discussed in the text, has shown a pattern of inappropriate management

practices that lead to the execution of too many projects founded on half-baked ideas. The

bottom line is that many organizations simply do not have an effective process for separating

good project ideas from bad.

The wheel of half-baked ideas is a humorous representation of a poor process in which too

many ideas from the top are executed without proper screening, causing project managers and

team members to spin out of control.
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2. Step 1Idea Statement-PPA

We suggest that the starting point for a good idea screening process is a clear, written

statement of the idea. The idea statement should be given an ID number and bear the name of

the requestor and the date of the request. The customer should prepare the request. It should

include the following additional information:

2.1 Situation Analysis

The starting point for a comprehensive request. A concise statement of need in an

historical perspective.

2.2 Purpose of the Project

Focus on the end-state of the project and describe its benefits.

2.3 Focus on the Business Problem

Focus on the business problem, not the solution.

2.4 Who Will Use It?

Think through the scope of the impact of the solution; e.g., impact a few? Impact

many?

2.5 Key Search Words

Facilitate later search by others by adding and updating regularly a set of key words

for the idea.

2.6 Strategy Alignment

Ensure that the idea supports a specific business strategy or strategies.

2.7 Value-to-Business

State the specific, tangible benefits to the organization.
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2.8 Critical Success Factors

Lay out a few, well-defined indicators that will be critical to the projects success.

Some may be features of the product that is being built, while others may be related to

the process by which it is being managed. Try to set forth metrics by which the

critical success factors can be measured.

2.9 Customers Deadline

Determine the deadline for the project, the reason for the deadline, the implications of

not meeting the deadline, and the tradeoffs that can be made to meet the deadline. If

the deadline is problematic, raise your observations with the customer. Its too early to

argue deadlines in detail, however, because estimates have not yet been made.

2.10 Project Impact

Document the impact your project will have on other systems, projects, and processes.

3. Step 2 Project Request-PPA

Screening of the Idea Statements through an approved and recognized portfolio management

process will result in the selection of a number of ideas for which project requests will be

prepared. A project manager will likely prepare the request, working closely with the

requestor. The request will add specific detail to the idea statement.

3.1 Key Stakeholders

Identify and document the stakeholders who will have a vested interest in the projects

outcome. They may be policy level stakeholders who will have an impact on the

project, or they may be implementation level stakeholders who will be impacted by

the project.

3.2 Key Assumptions

Identify all assumptions, review them, and do a reality check. Validate the

assumptions.
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3.3 Organizational Change

Include a high-level statement of the impact of the project on the organization,

indicating the degree and magnitude of change.

3.4 Project Duplication/Overlap

Investigate and document areas where the proposed project will duplicate or overlap

others. Check the historical database.

3.5 The Filtering Process

The filtering process just described may seem too rigorous to some, but it is necessary

to bring focus to the most viable ideas, weeding out others along the way.

Topic : The Pre-Launch Stage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the Pre-launch stage

 To understand the project description-PPAO

 To understand the intra-project priority analysisPPA

 To understand the a change in intra-project priorities

Definition/Overview:

This topic details the 13 steps in the Pre-Launch stage of the PPA, starting with the

development of a comprehensive Project Description and ending with the creation of a

Project Chartera proposal to the sponsor for seeking project approval. The steps to tailor the

PPA to fit the needs of the project are outlined, and steps to compute a size (high level)

estimate for the project, using the phase-based and deliverables-based estimating methods,

are explained. The steps to account for sponsor, management, and project management effort
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are elucidated, along with the steps to incorporate a variety of project reserves. The important

step to define the priority of a given project proposal against other proposals is outlined. The

topic ends with a detailed discussion of the key components of a Project Charter and the steps

to assemble and submit the Charter for sponsor review and approval.

Key Points:

1. The Pre-Launch Stage

The hallmark of the Pre-Launch stage is rigorous due diligence to further assess the viability

of the proposed project. The key question that is asked is, Are we doing the right thing? The

text describes all 13 steps available in the Pre-Launch stage. As discussed later in the topic,

the project manager will choose the appropriate steps for a project based on its size,

complexity, and importance.

1.1 Responsibility

Typically, completion of the Pre-Launch stage is the responsibility of a project

manager with the required knowledge of the business area and the infrastructure in

which the product of the project will be deployed. If such a person is not available, the

assigned project manager will need access to knowledgeable experts for information

and review as Pre-Launch progresses. The project manager must work closely with

customers when conducting the Pre-Launch assessment.
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2. Project Description-PPA Step 3

The Project Description should be the first step completed in Pre-Launch. It is key in

developing and communicating your understanding of the purpose and benefit of the project.

It builds on the Idea Statement and Project Proposal, which are used as inputs.

2.1 The Nature of the Project

What factors distinguish this project from others undertaken by the requesting

organization?

2.2 Project Objectives

A clear and comprehensive statement of what the project will accomplish, and the

value of doing so. Each objective should be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant

to the strategy, and time bound (SMART).

Advice is given also in this section: Never introduce major change in the midst of an

important business cycle, and carefully consider the side effects of your project.

2.3 Validated Assumptions

Validate all assumptions. Assess confidence in each, determine potential impact (if

invalid), assign responsibility, and track disposition.

2.4 Conceptual Build

This is a 10,000 foot altitude view of the project. In a sense, it is a precursor of a

scope statement, spelling out the solution to the customers problem or approach to an

opportunity. It identifies key project elements and addresses basic questions such as

the who, what, why, and where of the project.
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2.5 Runaway Triggers

Thresholds are set in basic project elements such as budget, schedule, or scope to

indicate when the project might be in danger of getting out of control. Actions are

taken if the thresholds are breached.

2.5 Shutdown Conditions

Specify early those conditions that might dictate the shutdown of a project; for

example, the evaporation of a customer requirement. Dont throw more money into an

obviously failed project. There will be additional discussion of runaway triggers and

shutdown conditions in the discussion of ProjectHALT in Topic 7.

2.6 Current System Retirement

If applicable, be sure to work with customers to gain a full understanding of their

views toward current system retirement and document plans in the Project

Description.

3. Intra-Project Priority Analysis

The project manager is constantly juggling the four basic components of a successful project

(schedule, scope, budget, and quality), making tradeoffs among them to meet the highest

priority needs. In this step, the relative priority of the four components is assessed.

3.1 Quality

Some customers might argue that its hard to imagine quality as anything but the top

priority. Make sure that they are aware of the full array of what is considered part of

the quality component and that they consider this in their rankings. Recognize, too,

that quality is in the eye of the beholder, and differing views are likely.

We believe that the best way to assess the relative priority of the four project elements

is to do a forced ranking. That is, the elements are rated from 1 (high) to 4 (low), with

no ties allowed. Four examples are shown in the text, from the perspective of the

customer.
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4. A Change in Intra-Project Priorities

An example is provided here of how tradeoffs might be considered when a significant change

to the project is requested. At the outset, the sponsor wanted a high quality, functionally rich

product, and was willing to be relaxed about schedule and flexible about budget. Then market

conditions changed, dictating that schedule be raised to the top priority.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Launch Stage: Planning

Launch Stage: Developing Detailed Estimates

Topic : Launch Stage: Planning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the launch stage

 To understand the launch stage responsibility

 To understand the project staging

 To understand the project kickoff meeting

 To understand the functional organization

 To understand the matrix organization

 To understand the project organization

 To understand the self-managed organization

 To understand the executive steering

 To understand the project manager

 To understand the prototyping plan

 To understand the organization change management plan
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Definition/Overview:

The longest topic in the book, Topic 5, deals with the planning portion of the Launch stage of

the PPA. In the section on the important step of Project Staging, the importance and the

method of properly launching a project is explained. Project managers often overlook this

step; the result is a haphazard start that often culminates in miscommunications and

challenged outcomes. The importance of designing a suitable project organization structure

for the project is discussed, followed by a discussion of developing a comprehensive project

task plan. Once the task plan is ready, the project manager is asked to pay special attention to

the steps needed to prepare the key stakeholders for the changes brought about by the project

as well as the steps to manage changes to the project scope. Next, we discuss the ways and

means of staffing and structuring the project team, the development of a comprehensive

project notebook, and the steps to assess the soundness of the project plan.

Key Points:

1. Launch Stage

We recommend you conduct a you are here review at the start of the Launch stage discussion.

As detailed on page 206, trace the birth of project idea through the Idea and Pre-Launch

stages, paving the way for the start of the Launch stage.

The focus in Pre-Launch was whether or not to do the project, while the focus in Launch is

how to do the project.

2. Launch Stage Responsibility

The project manager and a small core team are responsible for completing the various steps

in the Launch stage.

3. Project Staging

Gathering and assembly are the two purposes of the Project Staging step.

As the project manager, one of your first steps should be to find the approved copy of the

charter and study it, focusing on the list of 13 items detailed on pages 207-208.
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You should gain a clear picture of the reasons for the project, its objectives, and the overall

environment in which it will be developed. Contact the key stakeholders and share your

understanding with them; strive to set a positive tone.

Assess your own preparedness to handle the project. Use the list of responsibilities on page

208 as a guide or seek out the more comprehensive list in Figure 5.28 on page 284. Not all

responsibilities listed will be required for all projects.

Find out if your organization has a project management office that can provide tools and

other assistance. Check into office accommodations and supplies, and gather historical

information from similar projects, if available.

Meet with the sponsor. If one is not yet specified, meet with your functional manager to be

sure one is assigned. Review the charter with the sponsor; affirm sponsor commitment to the

project; set expectations for management approaches, communication style, and project

organization. Determine sponsors critical success factors.

4.The Project Kickoff Meeting

The purpose of the kickoff meeting is to formally announce the start of the project to key

customers, the core team, and other stakeholders; and also for the sponsor to introduce and

publicly designate the project manager to stakeholders.

To ensure the appropriate levels of attendance, the sponsor should sign the invitation to the

kickoff.

A two-part meeting is recommended, each part taking one hour or less. First hold the large

group meeting described above, take a short break, then hold a smaller meeting with just the

sponsor, project manager, and core team.

The sponsor should open the full meeting, conveying the importance of the project, its value

to the organization, and a clear view of its end state. He or she should also stress the

importance of disciplined project management principles and practices, as well as everyones

cooperation.

Six steps to a successful kickoff meeting are listed on page 210. Most reflect effective

meeting practices, including planning and preparation.

After the big meeting, the smaller meeting is held. The sponsor should review key points

from the previous meeting, answer questions, and then turn the meeting over to the project

manager (after about 20 min).

This is your opportunity, as project manager, to further review details of the project; outline

principles, practices and procedures; set expectations for the team; and describe your role as

the project manager.
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Other hints for making the small meeting successful are presented on page 211. They are

techniques that will help in team building and in documenting some of the basic information

about the project.

5. Functional Organization

As its name implies, this type of structure is organized around the major functions that the

organization performs, e.g., sales, marketing, IT, manufacturing, and distribution.

From a project management viewpoint, the project manager for a project fully contained in a

functional organization is likely to be a line manager, and the project staff will all come from

within the functional group.

An advantage is that cross-functional turf issues and assignments are minimized. A

disadvantage is that the project manager has weaker control than in other organizations,

because the managers of the team members still have control over their career paths and

promotions.

6. Matrix Organization

In the matrix, a horizontal organizational structure is superimposed on the vertical functional

organizational structure. A project structure crosses the functional structure.

Project team members in a matrix organization are temporarily assigned to the project. They

report to at least two supervisors, the project manager and their own supervisor. (If working

on more than one project, they will report to more than one project manager.)

While the matrix organization offers many advantages, such as visibility for the project, more

efficient resource utilization, and increased project manager control over resources, it also has

some disadvantages. The most fundamental problem is the dual reporting relationship, where

differences between the project manager and the functional manager can cause significant

problems. Excellent communication and negotiation skills are essential for the project

manager.

The project managers authority can be negotiated. If the project manager has very weak

authority in the matrix, compared to the functional manager, the organization is called a weak

matrix. If strong, it is called a strong matrix.

Today, the weak matrix is the structure most commonly used by IT/business projects, and we

believe it is a contributor to many of the challenges that those projects face.
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7. Project Organization

The project organization, from a project management viewpoint, is the preferred structure,

since it maximizes a project managers authority. Team members are transferred or hired to

work full time on the project and the team only undertakes one project at a time.

In this structure, the project manager has total authority over project resources. Two

disadvantages are inefficient resource utilization and negative impact on career growth of

team members.

8. Self-Managed Organization

In self-managed organizations, work is accomplished through consensus. To work, all team

members must be fully trained and experienced for the jobs to be performed. Individual

accountability is maintained.

We believe that, for this model to work in project management, the project must be of short

duration. The environment, facilities and equipment, must be maintained to the requisite

quality. In addition, SMEs should be readily available and budget a low priority. A downside

of this approach is that sometimes some highly skilled personnel develop a we know best

attitude.

9. Executive Steering

An oversight committee may be formed to guide some projects, particularly those of higher

complexity or visibility. If this is done, it is particularly important to ensure that all direction

from the steering group is passed through the sponsor, who may be a member of the group.

Conflicts within the group should be resolved prior to that point. The group should establish

the type and frequency of reporting they expect from the project manager.

The chairperson of the group may serve as the sponsor, and that position may rotate as the

focus of the project changes, for instance, from design to production.

10. Project Manager

As with the sponsor, there should be one and only one project manager. The project manager

should have a direct reporting line to the sponsor for the project. Project managers will also

report to his/her own supervisor and should have a clearly identified, dotted line relationship

to the key functional managers.Where n = Number of team members

Based on this fact, and the need for close communication in IT/business projects, we

suggested earlier that a team of seven full-time people was optimum. The need for

communication between part-time project team members and others only exacerbates the

situation.
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To keep the situation manageable, chunk projects and use full-time team members to the

degree possible.

11. Prototyping Plan

A prototype is a working model of a product or process, built as a basis for the final version.

Prototypes can include a mock-up of a computer screen, a draft report style, a physical

mockup, or a scale model of a product.

Prototypes can be useful in clarifying customer requirements, selecting a design, testing

human-machine interfaces, customer familiarization and education, and scenario testing.

Be sure you recognize the value of prototyping, fully consider its use, and identify project

deliverables that are candidates for prototyping. Keep an open mind when reviewing

prototypes with customers; dont be inflexible. Make sure that customers also understand that

the prototype is an early mockup of the final product and not ready to be immediately pressed

into service.

A template for prototype evaluation is provided in Figure 5.13 on page 241. It identifies the

deliverable that is a candidate for prototyping, the objectives to be met by the prototype, the

stakeholders impacted, and the skills and tools needed to complete the prototype.

12. Organization Change Management Plan

A project generally means a new idea and change to the status quo, and resistance to that

change is common. Users may be reluctant to abandon competencies they have mastered and

learn new ones. The may have a comfort level with problems in the current system as well as

fear of the new system. In fact, senior people may be the most reluctant to change.

On the other hand, the developers are charged with bringing about the change, dont always

have to live with its impact, and dont know the impact on others. Management expectations

for a quick return may be high.

In dealing with these differing viewpoints, learning about the psychology of change,

performing stress analysis, developing a change management plan, and being kind to

customers/end users are all important.
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Topic : Launch Stage: Developing Detailed Estimates

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the detailed estimates

 To understand the baseline effort

 To understand the effort variance factor (EVF)

 To understand the impact of skill level

 To understand the profiling the unknown team

 To understand the computing task effort

 To understand the computing task duration

 To understand the computing project duration

 To understand the sponsor effort

 To understand the management effort

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers the last two steps of the Launch stage: developing a detailed task-based

effort, cost, and duration estimate for the proposed project and obtaining budget approval

from the project sponsor. The task-based estimating method presented in this topic was

developed at the Center for use by a number of our clients. Most project management books

simply direct the reader to develop "accurate" estimates without providing sufficient

guidance on the detailed steps needed to come up with viable results. The estimating

methodology covered in this topic deals with all the aspects that lead to accurate estimates:

skill level, work interruptions, multiple project assignment, and productivity environment.

The often-overlooked estimates for sponsor and management effort are discussed, as well as

the need for incorporating rework and scope growth reserves. Detailed discussion is included

on the important subject of reducing the computed estimates to map to the constraints of the

project. We address the reality that there will be "push backs" from project managers who

state, "Why bother with all of the work needed to come up with realistic estimates when

management is going to cut them by half or more regardless?" We strongly believe that such

actions often take place because the project managers have not gone through the necessary
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steps to develop accurate estimates and they have little to show as proof when management

questions their estimates.

Key Points:

1. Detailed Estimates

A good estimating technique takes into account the tasks to be performed, the specific people

who will perform them, and the environment in which they work. It is also flexible enough to

support what if scenarios. The detailed estimating technique presented in this topic has those

characteristics.

The task-based estimates described in this topic are based on detailed a WBS, network

diagrams, and resource profiles. They yield effort (work hours), duration (the number of work

days over which the effort is performed), and cost.

Be sure you understand the relationship between effort and duration. As an example, consider

a task that will take 6 hours to complete (effort = 6h). If the person performing the task works

on it 2 hours/day, it will take the person 3 days to complete the task (duration = 3d).

1.1 Range Values

We recommend a range value of +15% for the task-based estimates described in this

topic. The range is applied to the overall project estimates of effort, duration, and cost,

not to the individual task estimates.

Note that task-based estimates, unlike size estimates, are used in preparing schedules

and as input to tracking and control software.

1.2 Estimate Review Points

Estimating is not a one-shot deal; it is a continuous process. Review the estimates at

key points in the project life cycle, when significant changes are made, and when

problems occur. Revise the estimates, as needed.
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1.3 Estimating Responsibility

Estimates are likely to be made by the project manager, the team members, by SMEs

or they may be based on documented historical data. More than one of these methods

may be used for any estimate.

Note that the estimates, at this point, do not include items such as holidays or

vacations; items like these will be taken into account when the work is scheduled on a

calendar.

2. Baseline Effort

In the simplest of terms, the baseline effort is the number of hours it will take a resource that

is fully proficient to perform the task, is assigned full-time to the task, is uninterrupted, and is

in a high-productivity work environment. Obviously, no one is likely to fit this profile, so it is

almost always adjusted by the EVF.

Sources of baseline estimates are corporate history, project managers, SMEs, team members,

and industry data.

3. Effort Variance Factor (EVF)

The EVF accounts for the differences in speed of specific individuals in performing specific

tasks. It is the product of four components, described below:

EVF = SF x WIF x MPF x PPIF

4. Impact of Skill Level

Figure 6.7 shows the dominant effect of poor skill levels in the EVF calculation.

We believe that use of the EVF approach is important in preparing estimates. It is even more

important when estimates need to be made without knowing the individuals who will be

assigned and in dealing with changes in the project (e.g., high turnover or environmental

changes). Remember that individual productivity may change (increase or decrease) during

the project, for example, as new skills are acquired.

5. Profiling the Unknown Team

When you must make an estimate without knowing who will be assigned, estimate the most

likely EVFs of people you will be able to retain. Base your estimate on those EVFs and

adjust, as needed, as people are assigned.
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6. Computing Task Effort

Multiply each task baseline estimate by the associated EVF to get the estimated effort for any

task.

Estimated effort = Baseline effort x EVF

7. Computing Task Duration

Compute the duration of each task by dividing the estimated effort for that task by the

number of hours per day the assigned resource will work on the task.

8. Computing Project Duration

With the duration of all tasks identified, identify the projects critical path on your task

network. Its duration will be the projects estimated duration. Be sure your network is realistic

and takes into account the constraints you expect to encounter. Be sure also that you have

included all lags.

9. Sponsor Effort

Use the guide in Topic 4, Figure 4.44 on page 174, to estimate sponsor effort, after working

out roles and responsibilities with the sponsor.

10. Management Effort

Three different approaches are suggested for estimating management effort.

 Base the estimate on a full understanding of the roles and responsibilities of management and

on the deliverables and tasks for which they are responsible. Include the deliverables and

tasks on the project task network.

 Use the percentages suggested. The down side of this approach is that someone still needs to

define the deliverables and tasks for which they are responsible.

 A hybrid of the first two, the project manager uses the percentage and works with

management to define the deliverables and task.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:

Execute Stage: Schedule, Track, And The Control

Implement Stage
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Topic : Execute Stage: Schedule, Track, And The Control

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the execute stage

 To understand project management software

 To understand project schedule

 To understand progress review and control

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers the Execute stage of the PPA. Between 60 and 70 percent of the project

team's time will be spent in this area because of the extent of the work to be accomplished: a

project schedule is developed, the team begins to work to produce project deliverables, and

the project manager oversees the team's progress to the planned end of the project. The topic

starts with the processes needed to develop a viable project schedule by loading the detailed

estimates a calendar that incorporates both the team's and organizations non-work days.

Schedule and budget compression, both inevitable realities of a project manager's life, are

discussed, as are the steps to manage any changes to the project scope. The topic includes

detailed discussions on the process and steps to monitor, manage, and control project

progress. The topic contains a comprehensive discussion regarding the use of vital signs; as

opposed to percentage complete, to monitor the team's progress and the use of the look ahead

window as a periscope to what lies ahead. We introduce the concept of the earned value

management system (EVMS) as well as a variety of analytical tools as additions to the

project manager's tool belt. The topic includes an extremely important, but rarely discussed,

process of identifying and dealing with troubled projects. The topic concludes with a few

words for wise project managers, a summary of action items that have served us in good

stead.
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Key Points:

1. The Execute Stage

This stage again starts with a you are here introduction, reviewing what has come before in

the Idea, Pre-Launch, and Launch stages of the project. Its now time to do the project.

There are two steps in this stage, which typically accounts for 60-70% of the project effort:

First, the work of the project is scheduled; second, progress against the plan is tracked,

assisting the project manager in guiding the project to completion.

We advise that you not try to schedule work too early in the project. You will not have a solid

foundation on which to build the schedule, and the wrong expectations or commitments could

be set.

Be mindful that, because of its visibility, most customers pay more attention to schedule than

the other attributes. Be careful how you set schedule.

If you do have delays, expectations will be breached and other bad things can happen: failing

to realize benefits, more labor costs, delay in reassignments, impact on dependent projects,

facing external events outside the project managers control, and quality suffers.

2. Project Management Software

For any project that lasts more than a few weeks, and has more than a few team members, a

software tool can be a big help in scheduling, recording, and tracking worksaving time as

changes occur.

A number of tools are available, and we will assume that you are familiar with the one you

plan to use on your project. We do not cover the details of using specific tools in this text.

3. Project Schedule

There are three basic steps in scheduling: Schedule the work, validate the schedule, and

establish a baseline schedule and budget.

3.1 Schedule the Work

It has following steps
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3.1.1 Define Cross-Project Dependencies

Determine whether your team is dependent on receiving deliverables from

other individuals or teams, and discover the scheduled dates for receipt.

Determine also whether other teams are awaiting deliveries from you, and

when. Factor these dates into the schedule.

This can be a tough task. Review Pre-Launch and Launch stage materials

prepared earlier. The template in Figure 7.2 on page 358 may be helpful.

3.1.2 Build Organization Calendar

This is the default calendar for the project. It specifies the working and non-

working hours for all team members, unless they are overridden by the

individual team member calendars.

Consider holidays, weekends, all-hands business meetings, etc. Weigh the

impact of people working in different time zones.

3.1.3 Specify Team Member Information

We suggest a quick check on team member readiness before proceeding.

Consider using the assessment tool in Figure 7.3 on page 359. It can be used to

rank each team member on process understanding, skills, technique, tools,

accountability, and discipline. This tool can help also in assessing performance

issues and taking necessary actions.

Project management software programs accept basic information about the

resources assigned to the project, including name and billing rates. Make sure

that you are consistent with the spelling of a name when a person is assigned

to multiple projects. If you used likely EVFs in your estimates, make sure they

match those of personnel actually assigned.

Recognize that the team will go through the forming, storming, norming, and

performing stages discussed in Topic 5 on page 298, and be aware that

performance may not track estimates at the outset.
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You have a few options for dealing with the maturing process. You can factor

the extra time in as you schedule. You can ask the team to work overtime.

Ideally, you can use your project management skills to move them promptly to

full efficiency.

3.1.4 Specify Team Member Calendars

In this calendar, team members create their own schedules, starting with the

default, organizational calendar above. They can note their own days off or

variation in hours from the default.

3.1.5 Build a Task List

The task network you built has all the information you need to input task

information into the software. Enter phases, deliverables, tasks, and their

dependencies. Check your inputs rigorously, enlisting the help of others.

Hang on to the sticky note plans you have made. Post it on the wall. The team

will identify with it and it can be used to mark progress. It is also a useful

device for later discussion of missing tasks and changes.

3.1.6 Specify Task Assignments, Effort, and Duration

Enter names, effort, and duration using the conventions of your team and the

software.

3.1.7 Specify Lags

The most common way of entering lags is to take advantage of the entry

features in your project management software. Enter the lag (or lead) and the

type of dependency (FS, SS, SF, FF).

You may also enter each lag as a dummy, zero-effort task. This approach has

the advantage of visibility, while the more common practice has the advantage

of simplicity.
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3.1.8 Specify Floating Risk Contingencies

Now you must place floating risks in the project plan. We recommend that you

add them to the end of the task list. If they occur, you can move them to the

appropriate location. But dont forget to include them!

A reminder: If a risk does not materialize during Execution, remove the

associated risk tasks from the plan. Keep an eye out for new risks and their

impact on the viability of the project. Make sure that a senior team member

has an assigned responsibility to monitor risks.

The risk reserve should diminish as the project progresses. Monitor the risk to

be sure the level is appropriate.

3.1.9 Specify Reserves

Be sure that the management reserves identified earlier (rework, scope growth,

error range) are incorporated into the schedule. Most software packages dont

have a provision to include reserves. We include them as a deliverable at the

end of the task list and specify duration. Be prepared to defend your decision

to incorporate the reserves in the schedule.

3.1.10 Build Project Schedule

With the entries above, youre ready to initiate the schedule. There are two

basic ways:

Specify Project Start Date:

Making sure it is realistic; enter the day on which the project will start.

Specify Project End Date:

Most software programs will also allow you to specify the end date of the

project. This is backward scheduling. The software application will

compute the latest date on which the project can start in order to meet the
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end date. If the start date is in the past, you will have to do some schedule

compression.

3.1.11 Must-Do Dates

Any project may have, interim, must-do dates such as ordering of equipment

or approval of vendor contracts. Not all project management software handles

these kinds of dates effectively. We prefer to build the schedule, look for

breaches of the dates, and take corrective actions.

3.2 Validate the Schedule

Review Step 10, the Stability Assessment in Topic 4 on page 151 before finalizing the

project schedule. Adjust the schedule, as needed, to account for events that could have

a significant impact on the project.

Use the checklist on page 363 (realistic and dependable resource assignments, etc.) to

help validate the plan.

If you have a must not miss deadline, plan to finish the project at least two full weeks

before the deadline.

3.3 Establish Baseline Schedule

The baseline is the first sponsor approved schedule and budget for the project. It is

entered into your project tracking and control software and progress is tracked against

the baseline. As you progress, if the projected costs or schedule of the project

significantly breach the baseline, you will have to take action:

If the sponsor agrees, re-baseline the project, changing necessary items in the plan and

accepting the new cost and schedule. Progress is now tracked against the re-baselined

plan.

3.3.1 Baseline Version Control System

Re-baselining a project is a significant action and, if done too frequently (e.g.,

more than three times), it can be a sign of a runaway project. Work with the
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sponsor to define the process and criteria for re-baselining, and the thresholds

that signal a potential runaway project.

With all of the above complete, the team is ready to work and progress to be

tracked. The Gantt chart is a useful display that can be produced by tracking

and control software. It can be sorted in many ways.

4. Progress Review and Control

The team is now working and you are comparing actual to planned progress. The difference

between actual and planned is called variance. Project management software can facilitate the

identification of variance.

For effective progress reviews, make sure that the plan is kept up-to-date and that the review

processes are straightforward. Nine important rules of scheduling are offered.

The project managers responsibility is to always know where they are in the project, relative

to where they should be and to close the gaps, or take other appropriate actions.

Topic : Implement Stage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the project implementation and closure

 To understand the prepare the operations group

 To understand the prepare the customer

 To understand the site assessment

 To understand the site preparation

 To understand the security infrastructure

 To understand the project implementation office

 To understand the implementation plan basics

 To understand the rolling wave implementation

 To understand the scope verification

 To understand the fine tuning
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 To understand the customer support

 To understand the celebration

 To understand the process assessment

 To understand the ground rules

 To understand the benefits

 To understand the key players

 To understand the agenda

 To understand the lessons learned database

 To understand the project closure

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the process necessary for a smooth transition from the project

development stages the Implement stage of the PPA. If not done well, the hard work put forth

to finish the project can easily dissipate into a series of missteps as most of the development

team begins to look for new assignments while the customers and the operations group are

still struggling to put the project into production. The topic details the steps to diligently and

properly prepare the customers and the operations group to take over the project from the

development team, as well as the orderly shutting down of the project development team. The

topic ends with the important step of collecting and recording the lessons learned (by the

team) by reviewing the process used to develop the project. Finally, the topic reminds the

project manager of the importance of celebrating the project's completion.
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Key Points:

1. Project Implementation and Closure In this step, you turn the project over to the customer

and operations group and initiate project closure procedures. Management of project logistics

is likely to be important in this stage and, if not fully prepared in this area, you might wish to

rely on an appropriately skilled SME.

Preparing for a smooth deployment is a two-step process: preparing the operations group and

preparing the customer.

2. Prepare the Operations Group

Contact the operations group early; work with their SMEs to develop a plan for day-to-day

operation of what you will deliver. Note, on page 431, the long list of stakeholders you may

have to contact. In addition, consider the list of 22 deliverables/steps you may have to

include, also on page 431.

The bottom line is that the plan must be developed long before the Implementation stage,

most likely during Launch. You may find the checklists in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 helpful in

building the plan.

3. Prepare the Customer Students should have started your planning for project

implementation back in the Launch stage, including deliverables and tasks for organization

change management and implementation, and preparing estimates for those items. You

should have scheduled the work in the Execute stage and are now getting ready to carry out

the steps.

Dont underestimate the need for effective change management, especially as you reach

implementation. Implementation can last from days to weeks.

Six lessons that we have learned about implementation are provided on pages 433 and 434.

Test training materials; avoid implementing around holidays; avoid peak transaction periods;

have a well-defined and communicated fall-back plan; prevent premature reassignment of

senior team members; and make sure that the implementation team includes the right number

of people from operations, support, and help desks.
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We recommend that you review the stress analysis you prepared earlier and make sure your

team is familiar with it. Both you and your team should work to relieve stress.

A checklist for customer preparation is provided in Figure 8.4 on page 434.

4. Site Assessment

It is critical that you assess the site(s) where your project will be implemented. Inventory

hardware so you know what needs to be purchased, identify the business flow, and identify

the skill level of on-site personnel. Assess impacts.

5. Site Preparation

Based on your assessment, develop a site implementation plan. Eight suggested components

of the plan are listed on page 435. Be sure you work with on-site personnel in preparing the

plan.

6. Security Infrastructure

Think about security early. You may need specific clearances for the site(s), passwords, IDs,

etc. To obtain these, you may need to go through security procedures such as a background

check. Be sure you dont let this delay implementation.

7. Project Implementation Office

Its a good idea to set up an implementation office at the customer site, staffed 50/50 by

project and customer personnel.

Assign team members to be responsible for specific customers (seven per team member is

suggested). Meet often with the customers to address their questions and concerns; help them

understand the importance of their timely cooperation.
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Make sure that everyone knows that there is a specific plan for the orderly retirement of

existing systems that will be replaced by your project. Make especially sure that resisters

know.

The bulleted list on page 436 suggests a number of activities designed to ease the transition.

They include things like: customer-of-the-week, celebrations, and regular updates and

communications.

Be sure you understand that your customer may ask questions that you might regard as silly,

the customer surely does not. Always treat the customer with kindness, understanding, and

respect.

8. Implementation Plan Basics

In this section, we list areas that should be documented in an implementation plan. They

include topics relating to support, problem handling, contact information, older system

retirement, and contingency plans.

9. Rolling Wave Implementation

Special problems can arise when your project is to be deployed to multiple locations.

Pressure can mount to get to all of them ASAP. Instead, we suggest the seven-step, rolling

wave approach detailed on page 438.

The approach involves deploying the project in cycles, or waves. The first would be at

locations where support has been strong. The wave would also include establishment of a

central implementation infrastructure and an office at each of the deployment locations.

A sound, well-communicated plan would guide the first wave, a good working environment

would be created, celebrations would be held, and lessons would be captured and digested.

The implementation then moves on in successive waves to other locations.
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10. Scope Verification

This is a vital step, in that is signifies customer sign-off that the project has met the latest,

agreed-upon, and baselined scope statement. Look for shortcomings and be prepared to

discuss them forthrightly with the customer. The customer may demand that the

shortcomings be addressed before sign-off can occur.

11. Fine Tuning

The project manager should ensure that the team is available to do any fine-tuning during an

agreed-upon time period, including support of senior team members, as needed. No scope

changes are accepted.

12. Customer Support

Even though it may not be a part of your plan, make sure that well-trained and staffed

customer support activities are being established to support your deployed product.

13. The Celebration

When the project is complete, take time to celebrate! Let the team plan the activity but, as

possible, outsource the work.

14. Process Assessment

It is very important to do a project process assessment as soon as possible after the project

completes. As discussed earlier, we also recommend interim process assessments. Time to do

these should be built into the project management plan.

A bulleted list of typical process assessment objectives is offered on page 439. It includes

determination of best practices, areas for improvement, lessons learned, etc.
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15. Ground Rules

An assumption is that everyone wants to give and receive feedback, and improve. Effective

meeting rules should apply.

16. Benefits

The process assessment can help future projects to avoid pitfalls, apply successful processes,

create a feedback mechanism, and provide education.

17. Key Players

The project sponsor, project manager, key team members and major stakeholders should

participate in the assessment.

19. Agenda

We suggest you consider organizing the assessment around the four basic attributes of the

project: schedule, scope, budget, and quality.

An agenda for the meeting is suggested on pages 440 and 441. It begins with an introduction.

Then the effectiveness of schedule management, scope management, budget management,

and quality management are all weighed. Then, client issues are assessed; root causes for

problems are sought; needs for improvements are identified; and recommendations are

offered.

20. Lessons Learned Database

Lessons learned from the assessment should be entered into an historical database that can be

used by future project managers. They should consult it as they start work on new projects.
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21. Project Closure

Eight steps in project closure are listed on page 441. They support the orderly shutdown of

the project and include actions relative to documentation, security, property, and contracts. It

is possible that some steps will not be fully completed until the Operation stage.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Operation Stage

Project Portfolio Management

Topic : Operation Stage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the operation stage

 To understand preparing for project operations

 To understand operations documentation

 To understand value-to-business assessment

 To understand operations metrics

Definition/Overview:

This topic presents introductory material regarding the ongoing operation of the project. In

the strictest definition, the project is completed at the end of Topic 8, when the end product of

the project is handed over to the customer and the operations group. However, we believe it is

extremely important for project managers to understand the fundamentals of ongoing

operation, the process that actually begins to produce the value promised by the project. This

topic focuses on three important steps: the steps to begin to collect and report the value-to-

business metrics, collection and analysis of operations metrics, and the very important step of

initiating current system retirement.
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Key Points:

1. The Operation Stage

The Operation stage has a dotted line connection to the other stages of the PPA. The steps in

this stage are the responsibility of groups other than the project team. Nonetheless, we believe

that the steps included are necessary in the transition to full operations.

This stage does not address details of computer systems operations. That type of operation is

an around the clock activity with its own set of components, resources, and skills; full

treatment of this area is beyond the scope of the textbook.

2. Preparing for Project Operations

In preparing for project operations, three steps are important. First, the operations team must

ensure that necessary production/operations documentation is available. Second, SMEs from

the operations group must be available to help the project manager in the transition from

Implementation to Operation. Third, all documentation must be reviewed, approved, and

accepted before the transition from Implementation to Operation.

In some large projects, the transition from Implementation to Operation can be a project in

itself. Consider the long, bulleted list of policies, procedures, schedules, plans, etc.

This part of a project is often not given the attention it needs because the team thinks that

operations personnel will pick up the ball, and operations personnel think that the team will

carry the ball. Be sure that the project manager involves operations early in the planning

process.

3. Operations Documentation

Typical components of operational documentation are included in the numbered list on page

448. They include a wide range of processes and procedures. Start their preparation early.

4. Value-to-Business Assessment

As the project manager, be sure that you identify the person responsible for value-to-business

metrics and seek to ensure that they are collected and reported.
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Refer back to the value-to-business discussion in Topic 3, pages 95-97. Measures include

additional revenues, cost savings, higher ROI, increase in capacity, etc.

We suggest using the template in Figure 9.2, page 448, for assessment of value-to-business

metrics.

5. Operations Metrics

This includes metrics for hardware and software performance, generally collected a few

weeks after deployment is complete and operations have begun.

Again, you as the project manager will not be responsible for this step. However, be sure you

work to ensure that it is accomplished.

Topic : Project Portfolio Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able:

 To understand the importance of the project portfolio

 To understand project portfolio-the concept

 To understand project portfolio structure

 To understand portfolio views

 To understand strategy fulfillment

 To understand stage gate reviews

 To understand appointing a portfolio manager

 To understand portfolio management software

 To understand lessons learned

 To understand project portfolio-benefits
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Definition/Overview:

This topic outlines a process developed by the Center to help its clients manage the portfolio

of their projects. Although this process is the responsibility of either the project office (if one

exists) or a management steering group, it is important that project managers are aware of the

methods and procedures that can help organizations define, develop, and manage a robust

project portfolio. The topic focuses on a "dashboard view" of the portfolio management

process without going into the detailed discussion of day-to-day portfolio management. The

topic includes a comprehensive set of Frequently-Asked Questions (FAQs) and their answers

regarding portfolio management.

Key Points:

1. The Importance of the Project Portfolio

The lack of a comprehensive project portfolio is one of the Seven Deadly Sins identified in

Topic 1. This topic introduces the basic concepts of a project portfolio. Detailed principles,

practices, and procedures of portfolio management are beyond the scope of the textbook.

The portfolio is the responsibility of the corporate executive management group, but you

should understand the concepts and be an advocate of sound portfolio management.

2. Project Portfolio-The Concept

Three most often concerns voiced by CIOs about their IT departments are: I dont know how

many projects are in process; the true status of mission-critical projects; or whether IT

capacity is well-matched to business needs.

Portfolio management is the answer. It consists of four basic activities: strategy alignment;

balancing value-to-business and complexity; maximizing investment value; and balancing

project load and capacity. It also helps to provide full visibility of project status and gives

early warning of projects that no longer meet business needs.

3. Project Portfolio Structure

Our project portfolio consists of the eight components listed on page 453, also displayed in

the chart in Figure 10.2 on page 454. Each is discussed in the sections that follow.
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At the moment, our portfolio information is kept in a data base format and plotted mostly

using manual techniques. You may choose to store and display it in other ways.

3.1 Ideas Portfolio

This portfolio lists all projects in the Idea stage. The Ideas portfolio provides

management with the number of ideas being considered, the number approved, and

information to detect overlapping or duplicate projects.

Approved ideas are moved to the Launch portfolio, while those not approved are

moved to the suspended or cancelled portfolios.

3.2 Pre-Launch (Charters) Portfolio

This portfolio lists all projects in the Pre-Launch stage. We suggest adding the fields

in the bulleted list at the top of page 455 to the database that began in the Ideas

portfolio.

The portfolio is a source of summary information about individual projects in Pre-

Launch. It also indicates the number of in-progress or approved charters, budget

totals, projects sorted by complexity, and the costs for charter development.

Additional coding is added on the graphical displays to indicate whether the charter is

under development; approved and waiting for movement to the Launch portfolio; or

unapproved and approaching its expiration date.

3.3 Launch (Plans and Estimates) Portfolio

The Launch portfolio provides a listing of all projects in the Launch stage. We

suggest adding the fields in the bulleted list at the bottom of page 455 to the growing

portfolio database for each project.

The information provided and the coding of icons is similar to that used in the Pre-

Launch portfolio.
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3.4 Execute (Development) Portfolio

The Execute portfolio provides a listing of all projects currently under development.

As in the earlier portfolios, new fields are added the database.

In this portfolio, individual projects are plotted according to their complexity on a

complexity diagram. The icons are coded to provide project ID and vital signs

information: on target, lagging, or in jeopardy.

This portfolio provides useful information about individual projects, provides a

composite view of the portfolio and its complexity, gives a snapshot of how project

management resources are deployed, and provides a top-level view of portfolio

health.

3.5 Implement (Deployment) Portfolio

The Implement portfolio provides a list of all projects that are being deployed. Again,

more fields are added to the portfolio database and the display and coding are similar

to those in the Execute stage.

Projects with red or yellow vital signs may be candidates for suspension or

cancellation.

3.7 Operations Portfolio

This portfolio depicts all of the projects that have been deployed successfully.

Database fields are added for the metrics collected in the Operations stage

(operations, value-to-business, customer satisfaction, and security performance). The

green, yellow, and red status indicators characterize how well the metrics meet pre-

determined thresholds.

3.8 Suspended Project Portfolio

This portfolio lists all projects that have been suspended. Fields are added to the

database to indicate cost-to-date, the date of suspension, and the reason for

suspension.
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When a project is in suspension, a project manager may be called to devise a plan to

revive it. If it stays in suspension too long, it may be a candidate for cancellation.

3.9 Canceled Project Portfolio

This portfolio contains a list of all of the projects that have been cancelled. It can be a

source of lessons learned.

Fields are added in the database for date of cancellation, reason for cancellation, and

salvage plan.

4. Portfolio Views

Given the large number of fields of information in the database, displays need to be designed

for various users. The bulleted lists at the top of page 459 suggest displays for executives and

managers. The project manager would typically have access to all of the fields.

5. Strategy Fulfillment

Ensuring that a project supports corporate strategy is one of the most important purposes of

portfolio management.

Periodic review of the project portfolio in all stages is an excellent way to measure progress

toward strategic goals. A useful display is provided in Figure 10.3 on page 461. It shows that

market share goals are being met, but that profit and customer service progress is lagging.

6. Stage Gate Reviews

This section provides a summary of the Stage Gate review process detailed earlier in

corresponding chapters in the textbook. We believe that this disciplined process can reduce

the number of failed and challenged projects significantly.

7. Appointing a Portfolio Manager

A full-time portfolio manager should be appointed, having good political and business

acumen and knowledge of the organizations strategic and tactical needs.
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Loading of the portfolio should be a joint responsibility of the portfolio manager and the CIO.

Management of the portfolio is the portfolio managers job.

8. Portfolio Management Software

Portfolio management software is a facilitator in portfolio management. If you dont have the

right processes, practices, and skills in portfolio management, it wont help.

Review the eight questions on page 462 to gain an understanding of what is needed in

successful portfolio management.

9. Lessons Learned

Four lessons learned in implementing portfolio management with clients are detailed.

In summary, they are: Portfolio management involves cultural changethe cross-functional

sharing of sensitive dataand business unit executives must commit to the change. Portfolio

management is stressful, cant be relegated to IT, and takes the highest-level management

commitment.

10. Project Portfolio-Benefits

A well-designed and managed portfolio has significant benefits for the company. The

primary ones are summarized in the bulleted list on page 465. Most have been covered earlier

in the textbook and this can serve as an excellent review.

To reap the benefits, executive leadership must understand the process, accept it and advocate

its use, and demonstrate its value by providing the resources needed to manage it.
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